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We have some  
reasonable concerns
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We have some reasonable concerns 
though they happen rarely 

6

When scientists complain  
about the way their stories were covered
it's because they've not delivered any message
and left the journalists  
to think up one for themselves.

“

Natasha Loder

7

Grace Hopper

A ship in port is safe  
but that’s not what ships  
are built for.

“

8
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Articles covered in popular press receive  
73% more citations

Talking about research is mostly beneficial 

[1] Importance of the Lay Press in the Transmission of Medical Knowledge 
to the Scientific Community.  Phillips et al., N Engl J Med 1991 

[2] “Diffusion of News About Research,” Science Communication 
Kiernan 2003
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Media Literacy

Practice interviews
Goal-driven communication

Break

Crafting a narrative
Mechanics of interviewing

Distilling your message
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Media Literacy

Practice interviews
Goal-driven communication

Break

Crafting a narrative
Mechanics of interviewing

Distilling your message
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1. Self-driving cars will 
make urban 
transportation faster, 
cheaper, and safer.

2. Self-driving cars are 
still not perfect at 
telling where other 
cars and humans are.

3. Deep learning allows 
the car to teach itself 
how to figure out 
what’s around it.

Now what?
Are we satisfied 
with the outcome?

12
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It’s hard to hit a target 
when you’re not aiming

13

Unless we set explicit goals, 
we risk not having an impact

14

Default
•Self-driving cars will make 
urban transportation faster, 
cheaper, and safer. 

•Self-driving cars are still not 
perfect at telling where 
other cars and humans are. 

•Deep learning allows the 
car to teach itself how to 
figure out what’s around it. 

Influence  
public sentiment

• It will be many years 
before fully driverless 
cars are commonplace. 

• Initial deployments will 
be constrained to 
limited scenarios.

Temper 
expectations

•Self-driving cars will make 
urban transportation faster, 
cheaper, and safer.

•What matters is whether 
self-driving technology is 
safer than humans. 

•Self-driving cars will 
drastically improve mobility 
for the elderly and disabled.

Which points you include 
depends on your goal

15

Which points you include 
depends on your goal

Influence  
public sentiment

• The software can be 
confused by silly things like 
stop signs on school 
buses. 

• The car pulls together 
information from lasers, 
radar, and cameras to build 
a 3D model of the world.

Entertain
• It will be many years 

before fully driverless 
cars are commonplace. 

• Initial deployments will 
be constrained to 
limited scenarios.

Temper 
expectations

•Self-driving cars will make 
urban transportation faster, 
cheaper, and safer.

•What matters is whether 
self-driving technology is 
safer than humans. 

•Self-driving cars will 
drastically improve mobility 
for the elderly and disabled.

16
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Every time we 
communicate 

we are trying to  
make a change  
in our audience

17

Change!
Knowledge 
Interests 
Needs 
Abilities

(small) 

Making a change 
means knowing where the audience is starting

18

A tool to articulate goals: 

Think

Do

From To

19

A tool to articulate goals: 
Improve sentiment about self-driving cars

Self-driving cars are dangerous
Their biggest problem is ethics

They will kill me to save a 
pedestrian

Avoid using 

Oppose adoption

The question is whether 
they're safer than humans

Their biggest problem is 
unpredictable circumstances

Ride in self-driving cars

Endorse regulations allowing 
them on the road

Think

Do

From To

20
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Give context for current events 
Influence public sentiment 
Advocate for policy change 
Show how science affects them

Advocacy

Make yourself better-known 
Get your work adopted 
Raise funding 
Invite citizen contributions

Self-interest

Inspire awe/wonder 
Entertain / support learners

Recreational learning

Support formal education 
Make little baby scientists

Science education

You could have many larger goals

21

Media Literacy

Practice interviews
Goal-driven communication

Break

Distilling your message
Crafting a narrative
Mechanics of interviewing

22

A central message provides a focal point 
among competing demands for attention

23

“Half-life your message” 
 helps distill your key points

Aurbach, Prater, Patterson, & Zikmund-Fisher (2018)

60 seconds
30 seconds
15 seconds

8 seconds

24
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The goal is discovery  
not a perfect soundbite

Discover

Evaluate
Refine

25

Media Literacy

Practice interviews
Goal-driven communication

Break

Distilling your message
Crafting a narrative
Mechanics of interviewing

26

Anthony Leggett 
Nobel Prize in Physics, 2003 
Raw interview with NPR

Why doesn’t this work  
for NPR?

Why do you think  
he answered this way?

27

Communication is hard because 
we’re trained to establish credibility and nuance

Background

Supporting  
Details

Results

Experts

Somerville and Hassol 2011. Communicating the Science of Climate Change

28
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Communication is hard because 

  

Expert Blind Spot: When Content Knowledge Eclipses 

Pedagogical Content Knowledge 

Mitchell J. Nathan
1
, Kenneth R. Koedinger

2
 and Martha W. Alibali

3
 

1
University of Colorado, nathanm@stripe.colorado.edu 

2
Carnegie Mellon University   

3
University of Wisconsin-Madison 

 
The importance of content knowledge on proficiency in teaching practices is 

well documented (Borko et al., 1992; Shulman, 1986). But is this statement 

completely unimpeachable? Are there drawbacks for teaching that are 

specifically due to subject matter expertise? In this paper we draw on evidence 

from mathematics and language arts education to show ways that advanced 

knowledge in a content area can lead to notions about learning that are in 

conflict with students’ actual developmental processes. This underscores the 

need for empirically based theories of instruction, and for teachers to integrate 

assessment practices in their classroom curricula that have the potential to 

challenge their assumptions about mathematical development in their students.  

THE NATURE OF EXPERTISE 

Before the launching of the cognitive science research program in the 

1950’s, experts were considered to be a different breed from others. They were 

regarded as more intelligent, with greater memory capacity, and superior 

intellectual resources (Ericsson & Smith, 1991). However, careful research into 

the reasoning processes of experts as they performed both familiar tasks, and 

related but unfamiliar tasks, has shown that experts function with the same 

internal constraints as non-experts. Elevated performance levels were shown to 

be due to the acquisition of vast amounts of well-organized, domain-specific 

knowledge; intense, long-term practice within a narrow field; and exploitation 

of regularities of familiar tasks (Ericsson & Smith, 1991). Even so, 

demystifying expertise does not undermine its allure for education, and many 

prominent researchers argue that expert performance should guide our 

educational efforts (Hatano & Inagaki, 2000; Sternberg, 1996). 

Expertise is not without its problems, however. Think aloud reports from 

experts and novices show that experts are less likely to have access to memory 

traces of their cognitive processes when engaged in tasks within their domain of 

expertise (Ericsson & Simon, 1984). This appears to be due to the 

automatization of certain cognitive processes in experts. Among novices, these 

processes are deliberate and stepwise, and so they leave a memory trace which 

is more likely to be inspectable and verbalizable.  

It has also been shown that that subjects with a large amount of domain 

knowledge may actually be at a disadvantage when compared to novices on 

certain tasks (e.g., Wiley, 1998). Expertise can act as a mental set (Einstellung). 

Within mathematics education settings, this can lead domain experts to focus 

on known efficient and effective representations and procedures for solving 

we’re blind to what our audience knows

29

Elements of a 
compelling story}Approach

Goal

Obstacle

Result

Stories can be an antidote  
they prompt us to include critical information

30

Problem you’re trying to solve

Why it’s difficult

Your approach

Results (so far)

Research can fit into a storytelling template

Approach

Goal

Obstacle

Result

Benefit Progress on the problem

31

We can tell stories about algorithms

Computers should understand language!

Language is weird and unpredictable

Machine learning, maybe?

Slowly approaching the level of a 3-year-old

Approach

Goal

Obstacle

Result

Benefit A digital assistant that actually gets me

32
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What’s the problem?
Why do you care? 
Negative space 

Start with what’s at stakeGoal

33

We want [Goal], but [obstacle].

We want to [solve obstacle], but [more detailed obstacle].

Solving the obstacle  
becomes the new goal

is a series of parallel statements to connect your work  
into a big picture problem

, butGoal ObstacleObstacleObstacle

34

Killing cancer cells  
usually hurts the surrounding tissue.
Specifically targeting cancer cells is hard 
because cancer disguises immune signals. 
We’ve tried to inject T-cells that recognize cancer, 
but these T-cells don't last very long in the body.  

We found a new method

This resulted in specifically killing leukemia tumors.

Goal

Obstacle

Obstacle

Obstacle

Approach

Result

Benefit

to add persistent T-cells. 

35

What we want 
is not what we have A better world

Here’s how we 
try to solve it

Goal

Obstacle

Stories move vertically in detail 
And horizontally in solving problems

Approach

Here’s how we see 
the problem

Detail

Big 
picture

Problem Solution

Result

What we found

Benefit

36
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BenefitGoal

Obstacle

Obstacle

Obstacle Approach

Different explanations are different paths  
through the same idea-space

Approach

Approach

Result

Result

Result

Detail

Big 
picture

Problem Solution
37

BenefitGoal

Obstacle

Obstacle

Obstacle Approach

Approach

Approach

Result

Result

Result

Detail

Big 
picture

Problem Solution

Leggett’s path was disconnected 
from motivation and payoff

38

In Search of the Dream Team:
Temporally Constrained Multi-Armed Bandits for

Identifying Effective Team Structures
Sharon Zhou, Melissa Valentine, Michael S. Bernstein

Stanford University
sharonz@cs.stanford.edu, mav@stanford.edu, msb@cs.stanford.edu

Figure 1. Each team succeeds under different roles, norms, and interaction patterns: there are no universally ideal team structures. The DreamTeam
system exposes teams to a series of different team structures over time to identify effective structures for each team, based on feedback. We introduce
multi-armed bandits with temporal constraints to guide this exploration without overwhelming teams in a deluge of simultaneous changes.

ABSTRACT
Team structures—roles, norms, and interaction patterns—
define how teams work. HCI researchers have theorized ideal
team structures and built systems nudging teams towards them,
such as those increasing turn-taking, deliberation, and knowl-
edge distribution. However, organizational behavior research
argues against the existence of universally ideal structures.
Teams are diverse and excel under different structures: while
one team might flourish under hierarchical leadership and a
critical culture, another will flounder. In this paper, we present
DreamTeam: a system that explores a large space of possible
team structures to identify effective structures for each team
based on observable feedback. To avoid overwhelming teams
with too many changes, DreamTeam introduces multi-armed
bandits with temporal constraints: an algorithm that manages
the timing of exploration–exploitation trade-offs across multi-
ple bandits simultaneously. A field experiment demonstrated
that DreamTeam teams outperformed self-managing teams
by 38%, manager-led teams by 46%, and teams with uncon-
strained bandits by 41%. This research advances computation
as a powerful partner in establishing effective teamwork.
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ACM Classification Keywords
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INTRODUCTION
Human-computer interaction research has featured a long line
of systems that influence teams’ roles, norms, and interac-
tion patterns. Roles, norms, and interaction patterns—known
collectively as team structures—define how a team works to-
gether [32]. For many years, HCI researchers have theorized
ideal team structures [1, 45] and built systems that nudge
teams toward those structures, such as by increasing shared
awareness [18, 20], adding channels of communication [65,
64, 70], and convening effective collaborators [38, 50]. The
result is a literature that empowers ideal team structures.

However, organizational behavior research denies the exis-
tence of universally ideal team structures [53, 3, 4, 26]. Struc-
tural contingency theory [17] has demonstrated that the best
team structures depend on the task, the members, and other
factors. This begs the question: when should a team favor
one team structure over another? Should the team have cen-
tralized or decentralized hierarchy? Should it enforce equal
participation from each member? Should members offer each
other more encouraging or critical feedback? The wrong de-
cisions can doom a team to dysfunction [32, 53, 3, 4]. Even
highly-paid experts—managers—struggle to pick effective
team structures [15]. They are hardly to blame, as the set
of possibilities is vast [29], with lengthy volumes, dedicated

39

Goal

Obstacle

Obstacle

Obstacle

Approach

Result

Benefit

Team structures—roles, norms, and interaction patterns— define how 
teams work. HCI researchers have theorized ideal team structures and built 
systems nudging teams towards them, such as those increasing turn-taking, 
deliberation, and knowledge distribution. However, organizational 
behavior research argues against the existence of universally ideal 
structures. Teams are diverse and excel under different structures: while 
one team might flourish under hierarchical leadership and a critical culture, 
another will flounder. 
In this paper, we present DreamTeam: a system that explores a large space 
of possible team structures to identify effective structures for each team 
based on observable feedback. To avoid overwhelming teams with too 
many changes, DreamTeam introduces multi-armed bandits with temporal 
constraints: an algorithm that manages the timing of exploration–
exploitation trade-offs across multiple bandits simultaneously. 
A field experiment demonstrated that DreamTeam teams outperformed 
self-managing teams by 38%, manager-led teams by 46%, and teams with 
unconstrained bandits by 41%. This research advances computation as a 
powerful partner in establishing effective teamwork. 

40
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Goal

Obstacle

Approach

Result

Benefit

Good team work requires good team rules.  
We want to nudge people to use the best team rules.
But maybe there is no universally ideal team rules

So we want to explore a large space of team rules

But involves overwhelming change

To make changes that aren’t overwhelming,

We’re limiting the amount of changes

This outperforms other forms of management

Computation can help us do our best team work

Goal
Obstacle

Goal

41

ResultApproachGoal

Working in teams can be 
productive or awful
There isn’t an ideal set of 
rules for every team

We come up with custom 
rules

Our teams solve puzzles 
46% better

We’re solving problems at many levels

42

Working in teams can be 
productive or awful We figured out a way… to help teams work better

There isn’t an ideal set of 
rules for every team

We come up with custom 
rules

Our teams solve puzzles 
46% better

We can’t try all the 
combinations of rules

limit the number of 
changes you make

In 40 cycles we found 
good dynamics

… … …
The tolerance for change 
changes over time

We limited the number of 
changes at each timeincrease likelihood of  

changes during the middle. 

that q 0
1 = dq1 = 0.1 and q 0

2 = dq2 = 0.1. The amount that
was shifted away from them was moved onto the current arm
q 0

3 = q3+(1�d )q1+(1�d )q2 = 0.2+0.3+0.3= 0.8. Thus,
the probability of exploring inactive arms is constrained to a
quarter of its original amount while exploitation of the current
arm is increased to compensate.

We detail the formal equation below. Let c specify the current
arm in play, qi represent the sampled probabilities on arm i
of the bandit after Thompson sampling, and d be the shift
amount. Below, q 0

i is the resulting probability of selecting
each arm from the procedure:

q 0
i =

⇢
qid , if i , c
qi +Â j,c q j(1�d ), if i = c

We discuss below how we arrive at d for global and dimen-
sional temporal constraints.

Dimensional temporal constraints
Dimensional temporal constraints model when a given di-
mension is amenable to change. Following Marks et al.’s
temporality framework of team structures [41], we map each
dimension onto one of three opportunities to change it: early
(hierarchy), late (interaction patterns, decision-making norms),
and ongoing (norms of engagement, feedback norms). For
example, teams are ready to adapt to hierarchical changes like
determining whether they need a leader early on, but the same
changes become disruptive to their ability to collaborate later.

In order to model dimensional temporal constraints,
DreamTeam considers the time step t at which the system
receives feedback from the team, e.g. a score of their perfor-
mance, in relation to the overall time horizon T . If t/T is
small, the team is early in its process, and early dimensions
will be more able to change, but late dimensions should not
explore as freely, and vice versa if t/T is close to 1.

We construct the following algorithmic models for each dimen-
sional constraint (Figure 2), in which T is the time horizon
of the task, t is the current time step, and d is the fractional
expected value of changing the arm from the current one:

1. Early: Teams are most prepared for changes to these dimen-
sions early along their progress on T as they begin to form
their identity, becoming less adaptable to them as time pro-
gresses [41]. For example, teams are resilient to exploring
different hierarchical structures early on, but less resilient
to changing them later. We model early dimensions as a
sigmoid, that has nearly unconstrained exploration early on
(d is high, near 1) and that becomes constrained (d is low,
near 0) after the team is halfway through their progress, i.e.
d = 1 / ( 1 + et�T/2)

2. Late: Teams are most prepared for changes to these dimen-
sions later in their progress on T , at first less receptive to
them and becoming more so over time, as they focus on
performance over forming a team identity [41]. We model
late dimensions as a sigmoid similar to early dimensions’,
as a reflection across the midpoint parallel to the y-axis, i.e.
d = 1 / ( 1 + eT/2�t )

3. Ongoing: Teams are prepared for changes in these dimen-
sions throughout the duration of the task. Such dimensions
engage with interpersonal dynamics that can help teams
at all times [41]. We model ongoing dimensions without
constraints on exploration with d = 1.

This process produces a value for d , allowing us to now lever-
age posterior renormalization to restrict exploration. With
these d values, the model adjusts the probabilities of each arm
to fit the constraints, using the posterior renormalization pro-
cedure above. This is done for every bandit, thus constraining
exploration for each dimension based on time. The resulting
values from all dimensions are then renormalized across the
bandit network.

Global temporal constraint
While dimensional temporal constraints dictate when an indi-
vidual dimension (bandit) should be changing, this does not
address the global problem of too many bandits changing at
once. For this global constraint, we will use the posterior
renormalization procedure again across bandits.

In order to model a global constraint on all dimensions, we
consider the expected value of the total number of arm changes
at a given time step, and constrain that value to restrict overall
exploration. We choose to use an expected value framework
instead of capping the maximum because this affords bandits
the opportunity to explore several extremely good arms even if
these arms number above the desired constraint. We draw on
prior work [44] to model the progression of a team’s adaptabil-
ity that suggests teams are open to more changes closer to the
midpoint of their work. We thus model the global constraint
as a downward-facing parabola from 0 to the time horizon
T , with its highest value at T / 2, the midpoint of the team’s
progression. The mathematical model is as follows, where y
is the expected number of allowed changes (Figure 2):

y µ (t �T/2)2

Using the probabilities adjusted to fit dimensional constraints,
the model calculates the expected number of changes that are
allowed, y, from the above equation, as well as the expected
number of changes that the bandits anticipate having together
z. If the number of allowed changes y is greater than the
number of those anticipated z, we do not force the algorithm
to explore more: this would force teams to change to arms that
do not work for them and would render Thompson sampling
ineffective.

On the other hand, should the anticipated number of changes
z exceed the expected number allowed y, the model will shift
probabilities such that the expected value is equal to the de-
sired threshold. The model takes the excess amount z� y
and distributes the burden of reducing this amount across all
dimensions. The posterior renormalization procedure then
distributes this reduction within each bandit, preserving any
relative probabilities from Thompson sampling and dimen-
sional constraints. The equation for finding d on each bandit
is as follows, where D is the number of dimensions and zd is
the expected value of change for the given dimension d:

d = 1� z�y
zdD

ResultApproachGoal

We’re solving problems at many levels
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Goal

Obstacle

Obstacle

Obstacle Approach

Approach

Approach

Result

Result

Result

Detail

Big 
picture

Problem Solution

Tell the story with a U-shape, 
Build the story middle-out

Benefit
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Goal

Obstacle

Obstacle

Obstacle Approach

Approach

Approach

Result

Result

Result

To fill in the gaps, ask yourself these questions:

Benefit

“What problem does that solve?”

45

Goal

Obstacle

Obstacle

Obstacle Approach

Approach

Approach

Result

Result

Result

To fill in the gaps, ask yourself these questions:

“What happens when we do that?”

Benefit
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Goal

Obstacle

Obstacle

Obstacle Approach

Approach

Approach

Result

Result

Result

To fill in the gaps, ask yourself these questions:

“Why do you want to solve that problem?”

Benefit
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Goal

Obstacle

Obstacle

Obstacle Approach

Approach

Approach

Result

Result

Result

To fill in the gaps, ask yourself these questions:

“Why is that hard? Why hasn’t it been done?

Benefit

48
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Goal

Obstacle

Obstacle

Obstacle Approach

Approach

Approach

Result

Result

Result

To fill in the gaps, ask yourself these questions:

“What are the benefits of that solution?”

Benefit
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Goal

Obstacle Approach Result

Benefit

What problem 
does that solve?

What do you find?

Why do you want to 
solve that problem?

What do you do?

Why is that 
important?

To fill in the gaps, ask yourself these questions:

50

“Excitation was restricted to a 
femtoliter volume” 

“Trivalent nitrogen bonds 
contain 945 kJ/mol”

“I’m building an  
annotated corpus”

We eliminated a 
major source of noise

Nitrogen clings so tightly 
to itself, nobody knew if it 
could be pried apart

I’m collecting examples 
to show the computer 
what to look for

Focus on the meaning  
behind the details

51

Focus on the meaning  
behind the details

Tiny bags of water 
you’re made of

Boxes that make  
clothes smell better

Shape checker

52
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  Scientific term Public meaning Better choice
  enhance improve intensify, increase
  positive trend good trend upward trend
  positive feedback praise self-reinforcing cycle
  theory hunch, speculation scientific understanding
  uncertainty ignorance range
  error mistake, wrong, incorrect difference from exact true number
  bias distortion, political motive difference from a measurement
  sign indication, astrological sign plus or minus sign
  values ethics, monetary value numbers, quantity
  manipulation illicit tampering scientific data processing
  anomaly abnormal occurrence change from long-term average
Somerville and Hassol 2011. Communicating the Science of Climate Change

Some terms have a different general meaning

53

98% propellant
2% paint

54

Media Literacy

Practice interviews
Goal-driven communication

Break

Distilling your message
Crafting a narrative
Mechanics of interviewing

55

Mechanics of interviewing

1. Before the interview

2. During the interview

3. After the interview

4. Seeking out press

56
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1. Before the interview

Find out about your audience 

Distill your message, 
then prepare points to support it 

Practice, practice, practice

57

2. During the interview

Have a warm, friendly 
conversation 

Incorporate the question  
into your answers 

Look and sound professional

✗

58

3. After the interview

Follow up on any questions 

Don’t expect to check a draft 

Do expect to be sent the final piece 

Do let them know (nicely!) 
if they got something wrong

59

4. Seeking out press

60
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Tell them what makes it newsworthy

Proximity

Prominence

Impact

Timeliness

Conflict

Human interest

61

Distill your message, prepare vivid examples and metaphors
1. Before the interview

2. During the interview

3. After the interview

4. Seeking out press

Have a friendly, professional conversation

Follow up, build a relationship

University marketing is your friend, consider what’s newsworthy

Mechanics of interviewing

62

Media Literacy

Practice interviews
Goal-driven communication

Break

Distilling your message
Crafting a narrative
Mechanics of interviewing
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Literacy
Media

Ardon Shorr 
Jesse Dunietz

School of Computer Science
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Literacy
Media

Ardon Shorr 
Jesse Dunietz

School of Computer Science

1

Part 1: Articulate your message

Goal-driven communication

Crafting a narrative

Mechanics of interviewing

Distilling your message

2

Default
•Self-driving cars will make 
urban transportation faster, 
cheaper, and safer. 

•Self-driving cars are still not 
perfect at telling where 
other cars and humans are. 

•Deep learning allows the 
car to teach itself how to 
figure out what’s around it. 

Influence  
public sentiment

• It will be many years 
before fully driverless 
cars are commonplace. 

• Initial deployments will 
be constrained to 
limited scenarios.

Temper 
expectations

•Self-driving cars will make 
urban transportation faster, 
cheaper, and safer.

•What matters is whether 
self-driving technology is 
safer than humans. 

•Self-driving cars will 
drastically improve mobility 
for the elderly and disabled.

Goal-driven communication

Which points you include depends on your goal

3

Goal-driven communication

Goals are about changes in the audience

4
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Think

Do

From To

Goal-driven communication

A tool to articulate goals

5

Think

Do

From To

Goal-driven communication

A tool to articulate goals

6

Don’t point at stars, name the constellation

Goal-driven communicationDistilling your message

7

30 1560
seconds

Half-life your message is a tool of discovery

Distilling your message

8
Discover

Evaluate

Refine

8
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Elements of a 
compelling story}Approach

Goal

Obstacle

Result

Benefit

Distilling your message

Stories prompt us to include critical information

Crafting a narrative

9

Goal

Obstacle Approach

Detail

Big 
picture

Problem Solution

Result

Benefit

Crafting a narrative

We can think of alternate paths through a 2D story

10

Goal

Obstacle Approach

Detail

Big 
picture

Problem Solution

Result

Benefit

Crafting a narrative

Broken paths lead to failed communication

✗ ✗

11

98% propellant
2% paint

Crafting a narrative

12
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Info@Cultured.Fit

Interviews are opportunities to put a face to research, correct misconceptions, and engage in a 
conversation with the public.

Preparing for a media interview Cultured.Fit

Know your audience 
What is the news outlet or TV show?  
Who reads, listens to, or watches it? 

Know your journalist 
You can even ask them what they want to 
know. What will the interview focus on? 
What angles have previous pieces taken? 

Distill your message  
Decide on 1-3 main points you want to get 
across and how you will present them. 

Identify your story 
What’s surprising, exciting, difficult, or 
upsetting about your subject?

Prepare vivid examples  
Back up each of your main ideas with 
examples, stories, metaphors, quotes. 

Why is this important?  
Answer the “so what?” question.  
Why should the listener care about it? 
Why do you care about it? 

Anticipate tough questions 
Every field has parts that make some 
people uncomfortable. Are you doing 
research on animals? What are you doing 
with my personal information? Are you 
going to create a black hole?  

They are often asking: can I trust you? 
Treat tough questions as a request for 
information, and an opportunity.

Before the interview

Be warm and conversational 
Channel a conversation with a friend. 
Connect with the interviewer. Don’t be 
afraid to show energy, enthusiasm, and 
emotional investment. 

Slow down for important ideas 
Don’t rush, and don’t be afraid  
to repeat yourself. 

Make sure to hit your main points 
If you need to, bring the conversation back: 
“What I think is important is…” 

Flag your main points 
“The important thing is…”  
“The thing to remember is…”

Answer in complete sentences  
that repeat the question 

This allows your quotes to stand alone. 
Q: Why is this research important?  
A: This research is important because it 
will prevent blindness in developing 
countries. 

You are always on camera 
When the interviewer is asking a 
question, keep eye contact. Avoid 
rocking, fidgeting, sighing.

During the interview

Crafting a narrativeMechanics of interviewing
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Part 2: Be Compelling

Art of the sound bite

Fielding challenging questions

Workshopping answers

Navigating social factors
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Part 2: Be Compelling

Art of the sound bite

Fielding challenging questions

Workshopping answers

Navigating social factors
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https://youtu.be/QmOT6-MfK14

16
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A good sound bite 
packs many implications  
into a few memorable words.

17

A good sound bite 
packs many implications  
into a few memorable words.

Triples

Contrasts

Absolutes/
superlatives

Unexpected twists 
on the familiar

Ask not what your country can do for you, 
but what you can do for your country.

Medical negligence cases are now more frequent, more 
expensive, and more expertly argued than ever before.

This is the strongest material 
humans have ever created.

Never put off until tomorrow  
what you can avoid doing altogether.

18

A good sound bite 
packs many implications  
into a few memorable words.

Your analogy

Audience's 
Associations

19

Sideways Dictionary: “It's like a dictionary, 
but using analogies instead of definitions"

20
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Sideways Dictionary: “It's like a dictionary, 
but using analogies instead of definitions"

Which analogy works best? Why? 

When might a different one be better? 

What properties make an analogy better or worse?

21

A strong analogy...

...captures the key insight(s) 

...avoids distracting implications 

...relies on familiar, concrete objects 

...is simpler than the target concept

22

To generate analogies, 
identify, generate, and reconcile

Generate

Reconcile

Search for familiar phenomena 
that share the desired properties

Articulate properties that 
are captured, and those 
revealed to be missing

Identify
What properties & associations 
should the analogy have?

23

Pick a term closely related to your field 
to generate an analogy for

Agile development 
Mechanism design 
Optimizing compiler 
Eventual consistency 
Streaming algorithm 
Markov decision process 
Receding horizon control

Generative model 
Sequence alignment 
Integer linear models 
Convex hull 
Bezier curves 
Network address translation 
Memory cache 
Convolutional Neural Network

24
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Part 2: Be Compelling

Art of the sound bite

Fielding challenging questions

Workshopping answers

Navigating social factors
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Navigating social factors
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There’s a large gap between 
the public and scientists

37 point gap50% 87%

U.S. adults AAAS scientists

51 point gap37% 88%Safe to eat genetically 
modified foods

18 86%68%
Childhood vaccines 
such as MMR should be required

Climate change is  
mostly due to human activity

27
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have also been similar to the United States and Europe (NSB 
2012). In 2010, 64% of Koreans said S&T “requires public 
support,” and 35% said they wanted to see more investment 
in S&T research (KOFAC 2011).

Confidence in the Science Community’s 
Leadership

U.S. Patterns and Trends
Few members of the public have the background knowl-

edge or resources to fully evaluate scientific questions in the 
public sphere. People, therefore, often rely on how they per-
ceive decision makers as a decision aid (Earle, Siegrist, and 
Gutscher 2007; Kahan, Jenkins-Smith, and Braman 2011). 
Public confidence in leaders of the scientific community 
can therefore affect public acceptance of findings and con-
clusions based on scientific research. Since 1973, the GSS 
has tracked public confidence in the leadership of various 
institutions, including the scientific community. The GSS 
asks respondents whether they have “a great deal of confi-
dence,” “only some confidence,” or “hardly any confidence 
at all” in the leaders of different institutions. In 2012, 41% 
of Americans expressed “a great deal of confidence” in lead-
ers of the scientific community, nearly half (49%) expressed 
“some confidence,” and fewer than 1 in 10 (7%) expressed 
“hardly any confidence at all” (figure 7-15).

These results suggest that leaders of the scientific com-
munity compare well to leaders of other institutions in 
America. Only military leaders generated greater public 
confidence in 2012, with 53% of Americans saying they had 
a “great deal of confidence” in them. The scientific commu-
nity (41%) and the medical community (40%) shared about 
equal levels of confidence. Since at least the 1970s, a similar 
percentage of Americans have said they place a “great deal 
of confidence” in the scientific community, whereas the per-
centage saying this about the medical community has fallen 
from highs of 61% in the mid-1970s (appendix table 7-25).

International Comparisons
The 2011 BBVA Foundation survey also found that sci-

entists were among the most positively viewed groups in 
both the United States and the 10 European countries sur-
veyed. Teachers and engineers were also viewed positively. 
The survey used an 11-point scale in which “0” means the 
respondent believed “that [the] group does not contribute at 
all to the welfare and progress of society” and “10” means 
“it contributes a great deal.” Doctors scored 8.4 in the United 
States and 8.2 in Europe. Scientists scored 8.1 in the United 
States and 7.9 in Europe. Teachers were more positively 
viewed in the United States (8.5) than in the 10 countries 
surveyed in Europe (7.6), but they were still near the top 
for both locations. Engineers received scores of 7.9 in the 
United States and 7.6 in Europe (BBVA Foundation 2012b).

Levels of reported trust varied in two Asian surveys 
that used different questions. A 2010 Korean survey found 
that 32% “strongly agreed” or “agreed” that “scientists can 

always be trusted” (KOFAC 2011). In contrast, a 2011 survey 
in Japan found that 69% of respondents said scientists could 
be “trusted” or “somewhat trusted.” Even more respondents 
(77%) said engineers could be trusted (NISTEP 2012).

Views of S&E Occupations

U.S. Patterns and Trends
Data on public esteem for S&E occupations are an indica-

tor of the attractiveness of these occupations and their abil-
ity to recruit talented people into their ranks. Such data may 
therefore have a bearing on the degree to which S&E affects 
the nation’s well-being in the future. Perceptions of specific 
occupations may also provide a picture of the degree to which 
people have confidence in those involved in S&E. Past re-
search shows that when people—especially children—are 
asked to “draw a scientist,” they often rely on relatively un-
flattering stereotypes (Losh, Wilke, and Pop 2008). 

The 2012 GSS included questions aimed at assessing 
how people view scientists and engineers. Half of the re-
spondents were asked questions about scientists, and half 
were asked identical questions about engineers. Many of 

Figure 7-15
Public confidence in institutional leaders, by type of 
institution: 2012

NOTE: Responses to As far as the people running these institutions are 
concerned, would you say that you have a great deal of confidence, 
only some confidence, or hardly any confidence at all in them?

SOURCE: University of Chicago, National Opinion Research Center, 
General Social Survey (2012). See appendix table 7-25.  

Science and Engineering Indicators 2014

Cumulative percent
100806040200

A great deal Some Hardly any Don’t know

Congress

Press

Television

Banks and
financial institutions

Organized labor

Executive branch of
the federal government

Major companies

Organized religion

Education

U.S. Supreme Court

Medicine

Scientific community

MilitaryThe public trusts 
scientists

NSF Science and Engineering Indicators 2016
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Promises and Reservations about S&T

U.S. Patterns and Trends
Overall, Americans remain strong believers in the ben-

efits of S&T even while seeing potential risks. Surveys since 
at least 1979 show that roughly 7 in 10 Americans see the ef-
fects of scientific research as more positive than negative for 
society. In 2012, this included 50% who said they believed 
the benefits “strongly” outweigh the negatives and 22% 
who said the benefits slightly outweigh the potential harms 
(appendix table 7-16). About 7% said science creates more 
harms than benefits. These numbers are generally consistent 
with earlier surveys; Americans saying the benefits strongly 
or slightly outweigh the harmful results have ranged from 
68% to 80% since this question was initially asked in the 
1970s (figure 7-10). 

Americans with more education, income, and scientific 
knowledge hold a stronger belief in the benefits of science 
than others. For example, 55% of those who had not com-
pleted high school said they believe science does more good 
than harm, but 89% of those with bachelor’s degrees and 
92% of those with graduate degrees expressed this view. 
Similarly, 86% of those in the top income quartile saw 
more benefits than harms from science, whereas 60% of 
those in the lowest bracket expressed this view. Almost all 
(87%) of those in the top knowledge quartile said they saw 
more benefits than harms, but just half (50%) of those in 
the lowest knowledge quartile gave this response (appendix 
table 7-16).22

Americans also overwhelmingly agree that S&T will fos-
ter “more opportunities for the next generation” but continue 
to express worry that it may make life change too quickly. 
In 2012, about 87% of Americans “agreed” or “strongly 
agreed” that S&T will create more opportunities (appen-
dix table 7-17). This was down very slightly from the 2006 
through 2010 surveys, during which time 89%–91% agreed 
about the relative value of S&T (NSB 2008, 2010, 2012). 
Fewer Americans, however, said they were worried about 
the pace of change. In 2012, 42% of Americans agreed that 
“science makes our way of life change too fast” (appendix 
table 7-18). This represents a substantial drop from 2010, 
when 51% expressed worry about the pace of change (NSB 
2012). It also represents a shift in the trend line as worry had 
previously increased steadily from 33% in 2004 (NSB 2006, 
2008, 2010).

International Comparisons
The 2010 ISSP also included two questions about the 

promises of science. It asked respondents in 31 countries 
whether they thought that societies were putting too much 
faith in science and whether science may do more harm than 
good. Comparable data were also collected by the ISSP pro-
gram in multiple countries in 1993 and 2000.

In 2010, about 41% of U.S. residents “agreed” or 
“strongly agreed” that “we believe too often in science, and 
not enough in feelings and faith.” The average response of 
U.S. residents put the United States in the middle range of 

countries. Over time, Americans have become more likely to 
disagree with the statement, along with several other coun-
tries (figure 7-11; appendix table 7-19). A small proportion 
of Americans (14%) also said they “strongly agreed” or 
“agreed” that “modern science does more harm than good” 
in 2010 (figure 7-11). The average response has remained 
relatively stable across the three survey years in most coun-
tries, and most other countries surveyed also expressed more 
negative views toward science (appendix table 7-20).

The 2011 BBVA Foundation survey also asked a range 
of questions about general attitudes toward science. It found 

Figure 7-10
Public assessment of scientific research: 2012–1979

NOTES: Responses to People have frequently noted that scientific 
research has produced benefits and harmful results. Would you say 
that, on balance, the benefits of scientific research have outweighed 
the harmful results, or have the harmful results of scientific research 
been greater than its benefits? In this figure, “Benefits...outweigh 
harmful results” and “Harmful results...outweigh benefits” each 
combine responses of “strongly outweigh” and “slightly outweigh.” 
Figure includes all years for which data were collected. Percentages 
may not add to 100% because of rounding.

SOURCES: National Science Foundation, National Center for Science 
and Engineering Statistics, Survey of Public Attitudes Toward and 
Understanding of Science and Technology (1979–2001); University of 
Michigan, Survey of Consumer Attitudes (2004); University of 
Chicago, National Opinion Research Center, General Social Survey 
(2006–12). See appendix table 7-16.
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The public trusts 
research
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“You are an intensely privileged group of people. 
You have more cultural, social, economic authority 
than any other group. You’re it. You’re the hegemon.

Mark Largent, Historian of Science

I understand that you’re being harassed.  
I understand that you’re frustrated.  
And that’s a really good thing. You have a responsibility.  
You have to be the adult in the room.” 

30

Navigating social factors

Trusting science isn’t the problem
Science literacy isn’t the problem

31

Kahan 2017

70%

32
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Easy Hard

70%

5%

Kahan 2017
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Kahan 2017
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Kahan 2017
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Religiosity is NOT polarizing on neutral questions

bars denote 0.95 

Kahan 2017

36
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bars denote 0.95 CIs

Religiosity is NOT polarizing on neutral questions

Kahan 2017

37

bars denote 0.95 CIs

Religiosity is NOT polarizing on neutral questions

Kahan 2017
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bars denote 0.95 CIs

Religiosity is NOT polarizing on neutral questions

Kahan 2017

39

Who we are What we know
bars denote 0.95 CIs

We’ve been measuring this all wrong

Kahan 2017

40
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bars denote 0.95 CIs

Who we are What we know

We’ve been measuring this all wrong

Who we are What we know

We’ve been measuring this all wrong

Kahan 2017
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37 point gap

What is this measuring, exactly?

50% 87%

U.S. adults AAAS scientists

51 point gap37% 88%Safe to eat genetically 
modified foods

18 86%68%Childhood vaccines  
such as MMR should be required

Climate change is  
mostly due to human activity

Not what people know 
 but who they are

42

Navigating social factors

Trusting science isn’t the problem

Social reasoning isn’t the problem
Science literacy isn’t the problem

43

filter new information

Confirmatory thinking:
We selectively look for  
arguments we agree with

Disconfirmatory thinking:
We apply a harsher standard 
to arguments we don’t like

We

44
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or political affiliation

filter new informationWe ALL

regardless of our 
level of education

45

Why

it’s not dishonesty
it’s not (quite) irrationality

filter new information?!
do we

46

Motivated reasoning

makes sense 
given  

social & emotional factors

47

We form our beliefs based on

There’s a high cost to

what our social circle believes

going against our social circle

48
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We form our beliefs based on

There’s a high cost to

how we see ourselves

rethinking our entire value system

49

We form our beliefs based on
the consequences of those beliefs

There’s a high cost to
living with fear

50

align with our social circle

protect our values

protect ourselves from 
perceived consequences

We (subconsciously) do 
motivated reasoning to:

51

Positions can entangle with social 
meaning → badges of loyalty

Bias is individually rational

So while individual beliefs can’t affect 
climate change,

they can ostracize you

But collectively irrational
52
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Individuals need opinions  
to express their identity

Societies need opinions  
to be accurate

Bias is individually rational

But collectively irrational
53

Entanglement is a pathology

54

Navigating social factors

Trusting science isn’t the problem

Social reasoning isn’t the problem
The problem is empathy

Science literacy isn’t the problem

55

Liz Neeley

You can’t fight a feeling
with a fact

56
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Modified from Fisk et al. 2006-2014

Warmth dramatically alters  
personality impressions

57

Modified from Fisk et al. 2006-2014

Warmth dramatically alters  
how people want to respond

58

You’re already competent; now be warm

Tell stories of experiments with characters 
Describe the process of discovery 
Show your excitement and passion 
View challenges as requests for more information 
Model thinking like a scientist: wonder, curiosity, being wrong

*

59

You’re already competent; now be warm
Social construction restrictions apply

*
*
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Women face additional burdens

Our society expects women 
to be more warm than men

And punishes too much warmth with 
lowered perception of competence

61

Women face additional burdens

“Find ways to show warmth that doesn’t detract from 
competence – advocate for other people, show what your 
research has to do for patients who are suffering, 
foreground societal areas and impacted individuals.”

“I casually drop technical terms. On camera, I make an 
active effort not to nod, because that could get edited to 
make me look like I’m agreeing to something.”

62

Part 2: Be Compelling

Art of the sound bite

Fielding challenging questions

Workshopping answers

Navigating social factors
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A bridge transitions from a naïve question  
to an informed response

Frameworks Institute 2008: Framing Public Issues

The Light Side:
Inform, add expert knowledge to the conversation, 
correct misconception

The Dark Side:
Avoid accountability, evade, lie

64
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“How do self-driving cars make ethical decisions?”

“There’s a complex algorithm that takes into account…✗

This literal answer reinforces the message you wanted to correct

A bridge transitions from a naïve question  
to an informed response

Frameworks Institute 2008: Framing Public Issues

65

“How do self-driving cars make ethical decisions?”

“While ethics is important, self-driving cars are actually 
much safer than human drivers”✗

Never repeat a negative frame

This answer repeats the frame. You’re starting 0 for 2.
Frameworks Institute 2008: Framing Public Issues

A bridge transitions from a naïve question  
to an informed response

66

“How do self-driving cars make ethical decisions?”

“That’s a great question. You’ve hit on an important point:  
human drivers kill millions of Americans each year…”✓

1. Substitute a new frame

Frameworks Institute 2008: Framing Public Issues

A bridge transitions from a naïve question  
to an informed response
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“How do self-driving cars make ethical decisions?”

“The question you raise is really about safety.  
Self-driving cars are 10x safer than human drivers…”✓

2. Restate the question

Frameworks Institute 2008: Framing Public Issues

A bridge transitions from a naïve question  
to an informed response
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“How do self-driving cars make ethical decisions?”

“Ethics has gotten a lot of attention, but the biggest threat to 
pedestrians hasn’t gotten the attention it deserves.

The big story about safety is that humans are lousy drivers…”

✓

3. Signal a new take

Frameworks Institute 2008: Framing Public Issues

A bridge transitions from a naïve question  
to an informed response

69

“My computer crashes. How can a machine driver be safe?”

“If a foreign nation killed as many Americans as human drivers,  
we would invade them. 

We’ve always known that driving is hard…”

✓

4. Bridge through a metaphor 

Frameworks Institute 2008: Framing Public Issues

A bridge transitions from a naïve question  
to an informed response

70

71

Challenging questions share common themes

Difficult social implications

Distraction (out of left field)

Personal mistrust or attack

I don't believe you

Will this take away jobs?

Could you solve this with a blockchain?

Weren't you funded by Google?

How could Facebook have known that 
if not by spying on my conversation?

Fallacious inference So you're saying this is going to lay the 
groundwork for a world government?

72
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For each person in your group:

30-second media-friendly research summary 

2 minutes to generate challenging questions

Difficult social implications
Distraction (out of left field)
Personal mistrust or attack

I don't believe you
Fallacious inference

Fire away! 
(Fail early. Fail here.)

73

https://youtu.be/cgPJnvgCSb4
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Part 2: Be Compelling

Art of the sound bite

Fielding challenging questions

Workshopping answers

Navigating social factors
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Literacy
Media

Ardon Shorr 
Jesse Dunietz

School of Computer Science
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